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It is not much of an exaggeration
to say Gordon Composites pow-
ers the archery industry.
With the exception of Bear

Archery, which uses its own compres-
sion molded limbs, other bow manu-
facturers we know of rely on the fiber-
glass limb blanks and fiberglass or
carbon laminations made by the
Montrose, Colorado Company.

So when Dave Gordon called this
summer to see if I’d be interested in
touring the plant and joining a series
of seminars as part of the company’s
2007 C Customer Retreat, it didn’t
take me long to say “yes”. Here was a
chance to find out how this vital
material is produced. It was also an
opportunity to learn more about how
modern bow designs can offer both
increased performance and
increased limb reliability over what
we saw a decade ago.

Since most readers are far more
familiar with today’s bow manufac-
turers than with their long-time fiber-
glass supplier, let’s start with a brief
history of Gordon Composites, which
is the name it changed to in 1997
from Gordon Plastics. 

In the early 50s brothers George,
Don and Dave Gordon, Sr. pooled
their resources to start a business
using George’s chemistry back-
ground. They started tinkering with
resins and fiber reinforcements for
producing products such as diving
boards, corrugated lighting panels
and even the body for an all-electric
car. Success in those fields was limit-
ed, but around 1952 they decided to
experiment with producing their own
line of bows using the fiber reinforced
laminate George had developed in his
lab. From then until 1963 they built
the Royal Gordon Bows series. During
this period the San Diego, California

firm also made composite arrow
shafts sold under the Graphlex and
Glashaft brands, tough shafts that
were popular in school archery pro-
grams.

Some customers saw a conflict of
interest because they not only bought
fiberglass laminates to reinforce their
wood limbs from Gordon, they com-
peted with models like Gordon’s own
King, Queen and Knight. In the early
60s the three owners solved that
problem by selling the bow making
business to Browning. In the late 60s
and early 70s you would have found
“Gordon Glass” used in the laminated
limbs from Browning Archery, Root
Archery, Bear Archery, Wing Archery
and Ben Pearson Archery. The 12,000

square foot leased facility also fur-
nished limb material for some of the
first compound bows that Tom
Jennings produced. 

In the mid-70s the Gordon’s were
approached by Olin Ski Company
which wanted a domestic supplier for
unidirectional fiber reinforcement for
snow skis. To meet the demands a
new 24,000 square foot facility was
built in San Marcos, California to
house a continuous production sys-
tem capable of producing high vol-
umes of fiberglass. Shortly after they
moved into this new facility, the three
brothers added a second building at
the 3.5 acre site and started to devel-
op a process to produce bar stock so
bow makers could produce solid limb

Most Bow Limbs Start at Home

Production Manager Scott Locke (with clipboard) shows Bob
and Charlotte Lee of Bob Lee Archery part of the massive
creel system that feeds fiberglass filaments to the front end
of the twin production lines at the Gordon Composites plant.
It’s believed to be the largest in the world, with the ability to
have 3,680 spools turning as their rovings of fiberglass or
carbon fiber are pulled through the resin mixing tanks and
across the heaters that help cure the Gordon Glass.

Inset photo shows a portion of Locke’s office, which he’s dec-
orated with the colorful tail ends of fiberglass lamination
runs for snowboard makers and for custom bow makers like
Bob Lee, who started buying from the Gordons 55 years ago.
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bows or bows that combined a solid
fiberglass core with fiberglass and/or
wood laminations.

When the company needed to
expand again in the mid-90s, it chose
Montrose, Colorado for the quality of
life, for the more central location and
because the city was eager to attract
another quality business and could
provide incentives. The move was
accomplished in the summer of 1995
and today Gordon Composites occu-
pies two modern industrial buildings
at 2350 Air Park Way. One of them is
dedicated to fiberglass bar stock and
laminates and the other houses a
newer thermoplastic division called
Polystrand.

Compound bow manufacturers

haven’t always used Gordon products
in their limbs. Some like Hoyt once
bought bar stock from other suppliers

of Today’s “Gordon Glass”
By Tim Dehn

An avid bowhunter himself thanks to the mentoring of Dave Gordon, Vice President
and General Manager Steve Johnson (in aisle of tour bus) was at ease with a group
largely composed of bow and crossbow designers and production managers. They
included Tony Ceccanese and Craig Yehle of BowTech, Dave Choma and Mark Bower of
Horton, Jeff Nish and Marlo Lawsen of Whisper Creek Archery, Darton’s Rex Darlington,
Parker’s Guy Rowzie, Bob and Charlotte Lee of Bob Lee Archery, and five from Hoyt USA:
Bryan Reed, Jason Fogg, Brad Muir, Gideon Jolley and Dan’l Anselmo.

While its roots are in the archery industry, Gordon Composites also invited representa-
tives of  major furniture supplier Gill Industries, sail batten maker RBS, and Never
Summer Snowboards.

Archery Industry veteran Dave Gordon
(at center)  heads up marketing and sales
to the archery industry as a consultant to
the firm his father and two uncles found-
ed. He had the support of Steve Johnson
and wife Tracy, Steffanie Gooden of
Customer Service and Human Resources
Manager Zoe Larkin (at right) in hosting
the event for customers and key vendors.

Johnson singled out Gooden and Larkin
for praise. “It’s one thing for me to come
back with some brainstorm about inviting
all of our customers out to a retreat, and
it’s quite another to actually organize it
and help it be as successful as it was.”



and some, including PSE and Bear,
had or have their own limb molding
operations. When PSE bought the
Browning Archery line it continued to
use Gordon Glass for that brand and
later switched over the lion’s share of
PSE bows to using Gordon limb
materials. (That’s a single blank of
Gordon Glass, carefully profiled in the
Tucson plant to the specs created by
Dave Kronengold’s engineering team,
you see forming the dramatically arc-
ing limbs of the 2007 PSE X-Force.)
Between new customers and growth
in bow and crossbow sales, Gordon
Composites says it has been enjoying
double digit growth in archery sales
and that sales of archery products
have doubled over the past five years.

The fact that so much of today’s
archery industry depends on what
happens within the 52,000 square feet
of Gordon’s first Montrose plant was
in itself a good reason for Gordon
Composites to invite its customers
and the ArrowTrade audience to get
to know it better. The group that
responded spent three days in mid-
July learning about fiberglass produc-
tion from Gordon’s staff and from
Gordon’s key vendors. The well-fed
guests also sampled the natural beau-
ty of the Montrose area, with fly-fish-
ing and golf outings and breathtaking
tours to the edge of the Black Canyon
and through the 13,000 foot Imogene
Pass near the famous Telluride ski
area.

Dave Gordon, son of one of the
original founders, welcomed the
group to the Hampton Inn on July 19.
The long-time company executive
today works as a consultant to the
firm, specializing in the archery
industry where Gordon Composites
has its roots. Mike Gordon (Dave’s
cousin and the son of co-founder
Don Gordon) is the CEO and majority
owner, Steve Johnson is General

CEO Mike Gordon has encouraged Gordon
Composites to expand its market base with
a wholly owned Polystrand Subsidiary.
Above, Brad Johnson (right) showed us the
process (at left) where 12 1/2 to 25 inch
wide “tapes” are laminated to form large
sheets. The tapes are produced with a pro-
prietary process (screened by the blue
tarps) that combines filaments of glass, car-
bon or other fibers with polymers normally
used in injection molding. Depending on
their makeup and properties, the resulting
thermoplastic sheets can be reformed with
heat into everything from rail car liners to
armor for solders and their vehicles.
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The Browning brand began to go on
bows after the Gordons sold their own
bow line so they wouldn’t be in the posi-
tion of competing with their customers.
Today Marlo Lawsen, who helped design
many Browning Compounds, is helping to
make Whisper Creek bows more competi-
tive in the marketplace. Lawsen is shown
looking across mile-deep  Black Canyon of
the Gunnison River with Whisper Creek
President Jeff Nish (in camo hat) during
one of the tours scheduled for guests.
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Manager/Vice President and Edward
Pilpel is Senior VP. This industry
knows Gordon Composites for limb
blanks and laminates, but Dave
Gordon said today you’ll find its
products in sail battens and snow-
boards, in prosthetic limbs and furni-
ture springs. Gordon’s carbon rein-
forced laminates are used in strips to
stiffen basement walls and bridge
decks, and its glass and resin industri-
al springs are used in vibratory con-
veyors in places like food processing
plants.

We’d also be seeing the newer
Polystrand plant, Dave Gordon
explained, which has the potential to
move Gordon-designed products
into much wider distribution. That
subsidiary is using the same E glass
and HS glass strands it buys from PPG
and combining them with some of
the thermoplastic resins normally
used in injection molding, such as
nylon and polypropylene. The glass
reinforced material then can be
reformed under pressure and heat
into products as diverse as body
armor or lining for refrigerated
trucks. 

While thermoplastics can be
reformed with heat, thermosets used
for the archery industry depend on a
mix of resin and activator that when it
hardens is set for life. Brian Taubler, a

Senior Account Manager with chemi-
cal distributor E.T. Horn, told the
group the liquid epoxy resin for the
Montrose plant comes from a
Freeport, Texas Dow Chemical plant,
while Lindau Chemicals of Columbia,
South Carolina supplies the anhy-
dride curing agent. 

Dow Chemical is the world leader
in epoxy production, Taubler said,
and these materials are commodities
whose prices are a function of supply
and demand. On the demand side,
Gordon Composites and Taubler’s
other customers are competing with
growing worldwide use of epoxy,
which is replacing metal in applica-

tions from bicycles to airplanes. On
the supply side, epoxy costs are rising
because the oil-based chemical feed-
stocks like benzene have tripled in
price since January of 2000.

While Taubler can’t do anything
about rising epoxy prices, General
Manager Steven Johnson praised that
key vendor for keeping the company
supplied through thick and thin.
“Last year Dave Gordon and I were
traveling after a visit to TenPoint
Technologies when I received a night-
mare phone call. We had accidentally
mixed resin and hardener in a tank.”
The chemical reaction blew the huge
tank open and damaged one end of

Circle 217 on Response Card

Paul Carson went full-time with the firm in
1982, helped establish its quality control
systems and today is manager of Quality
and Information Systems. Above, he spoke
of how Gordon Composites is working to
narrow its already tight tolerances, to give
bow companies limb stock that will stand
up to the bow designs of the future. At
right, here’s the sign that greets employees
as they walk into the process area.
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the plant. “E.T. Horn was great. They
got barreled raw material to our facil-
ity and we didn’t miss a beat on pro-
duction,” Johnson said.

(Gordon Composites used the
August, 2006 accident as a reason to
install new stainless steel resin and
hardener tanks inside the building.
The tanks are hooked to color-coded
fittings and other new procedures are
in place to make sure the bulk trucks
making delivery are hooked to the
proper tank. When I asked Johnson if
the employee who’d made the hook-
up mistake was fired, he said no. “I
should have had more robust policies
in place. Now you can’t make that
same mistake again, unless you don’t
follow the policies.”)

Along with bulk loads of epoxy
and hardener, Gordon Composites
receives pallets of fiberglass roving on
spools about the size of a 5 gallon
bucket, from PPG Industries. What
was established in 1883 as Pittsburgh
Plate Glass, Account Manager Tim
Streb said, has evolved into what’s
primarily a coatings company. Of the
$11 billion in annual sales, he esti-
mated 80 percent comes from coat-
ings like the primer, paint and clear-
coat that goes on 8 of 10 cars pro-
duced in the United States. PPG’s
expertise in coatings is one reason it’s
the perfect supplier for Gordon
Composites, Streb said, because it’s
the coatings that allow the thin fiber-
glass strands to work their wonders. 

It’s nothing short of a wonder to
consider bar stock for the Gordon
Composites production line is being
fed at the other end by between 1.2
and 1.3 million individual glass fibers.
That glass starts as silicas, limestones
and borons ground into an extremely
fine powder and blended in batch
mixers two stories high. They are then
augered into furnaces at a PPG
Industries plant in North Carolina
about the size of a swimming pool: 3
feet deep, 45 to 60 feet wide and 150
feet long. 

If you could withstand the 2,800
degree temperatures inside the
ceramic-oxide lined furnace, you’d
see the talcum-fine powders melting
and blending as they move down the
sloping pool. Flares would be main-
taining the temperature while gases
were bubbled through the now liquid
glass to aid in mixing. At the far end of
the pool the level drops to about six
inches deep and the glass is cooled to
about 2,200 degrees. There it runs
over “bushings”, which are plates of
platinum about the size of a tabletop,
drilled with 4,000 pinholes. There are
about 40 of these bushings draining
the shallow end of the molten glass
pool, Streb said, and each bushing
costs around $100,000 due to being
made of a temperature and abrasion-
resistant metal far more precious

than gold.
As the 4,000 filaments drop

through a bushing, the cooling green
glass is coated white and pulled into a
V shape so it can be gathered into a
bundled and wound onto spools at a
speed of about 60 miles per hour. The
temperature of the bushing (that
costly platinum plate) and the speed
of the winding can be adjusted to
change the filament diameter, Streb
said, but the coatings provide much
of the beneficial properties to the
glass and make it soft and supple
enough to handle and give it the char-
acteristics it needs to bind well to the
resin. The group of tiny filaments is
then rewound with up to 3,000 other
similar strands into the twine-sized
rovings that are spooled and shipped
to the Gordon Composites plant.
Coatings used for Gordon’s spools
were developed specifically for its
applications, Streb said, and PPG has
been supplying the archery manufac-
turer since the mid-60s.

The raw materials and coatings
differ, but the process is similar
whether those spools for the giant
racks in Montrose are the E Glass
used throughout the archery industry
as both bar stock and thin lamina-
tions, or the newer HS Glass available
so far only in laminations at about
four times the E Glass price. Streb

Andrew Wegrzyn watches the force build
on a test sample to the breaking point.
Below left, this solid-appearing block is
the hundreds of thousands of glass fila-
ments that remain after the resin matrix
has been burned away in a test oven.
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said PPG developed HS Glass as a
replacement for carbon filament
reinforcement in helicopter blades,
because HS Glass blades are less like-
ly to kill the crew due to transferring
shock when they contact a tree or
other obstruction. For the archery
industry, the higher resistance to
fatigue and greater tolerance to dam-
age of the HS Glass fibers means bow
makers have been able to use it to
reinforce limbs that might otherwise
break because of the demands made
by the bow design.

When a limb breaks, it can also be
the result of a manufacturing flaw at
the Gordon plant, Information
Systems Manager Paul Carson
acknowledged, typically a tiny knot of
glass fibers which formed inside the
limb blank and weakened an area of
it, or a bubble caused by outgassing
as the resin matrix cures while mov-
ing down the line. The Quality
Control System the company put in
place in 2003 with Steve Johnson’s
blessing makes everyone responsible
for not just the quality of the work
being done at their station, but
upstream. If they spot something
that’s not right, they’re to stop pro-

duction and have it addressed. “They
know that it’s not just material flow
through the shop that’s important, it’s
quality material flowing through the
shop,” Carson emphasized. The next
step is to solve the problem, not patch
it, then to document steps that
improve quality and have them
added to the quality control manual.

For example, let’s say an employ-
ee notices a knot of fiber appearing
on the surface of a sheet of composite
after it’s been cut or sanded. By alert-
ing staff upstream, material can be
rerouted from bar stock into thin
laminations where any substantial
flaws will be spotted and that materi-
al set aside. Gordon Composites has
changed the guides it uses to carry
the rovings from the spools to the
production line to minimize the
knotting issue, but Carson acknowl-
edged there are so many touch points
inside the tanks where the resin and
glass intermix that knots will never be
eliminated entirely.

I spoke to one bow designer pre-
sent who said bows can also break
limbs if the fiberglass used in building
the prototypes and stress testing
them is “better,” meaning it has a

Circle 225 on Response Card

Kevin Jones is glad the cell of workers he leads can
start the  line with so little scrap product. Sheets of
laminate are behind him on the left, bar stock awaits
its cutting and finishing operations on the right.
Below, at the head of the twin production lines are
tanks of epoxy and spools of fiberglass.
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more ideal glass content, than some
material used later in production.
Carson said today’s Gordon
Composites is building the most uni-
form fiberglass ever: Glass content
over the previous two months for bar
stock varied just 2 percent from the 67
percent goal. Part of that credit is due
to PPG: When the yield per pound
varies it notifies the Montrose plant
so it can adjust the number of rovings
being pulled through the mixing
tanks that start the production line. 

Dave Vallee, the Gordon
Composites Process Engineer, offered
more examples of how this produc-
tion staff and management are work-
ing together to insure high quality.
Each morning managers and super-
visors meet to review the amount of
scrap material produced the previous
shift, as well as porosity (air voids)
and the speed with which material
has been produced. Where possible,
processes have been automated,
such as the saw at the end of the line
which cuts the bar stock to length:

Once an employee stood there and
pulled a cut-off saw across the mov-
ing line.

The sophisticated tracking sys-
tem employed in the plant also gives
the company a way to identify its top-
performing process people, so they
can handle the most critical areas and
thus minimize overall variation in the
finished product. Vallee said the
Montrose plant has benefited from
the Lean Manufacturing techniques
employed by Toyota in its automobile
plants. Meanwhile the corrective
action process is based on Ford’s
Eight Disciplines. Employees have
lots of incentive to buy into the sys-
tems management is recommending:
In 2006 Gordon Composites intro-
duced an employee ownership pro-
gram that gives hourly worker a sig-
nificant share of profits.

Not being an engineer, I could
follow only part of what Chuck Richey
covered in his presentation titled
“Composites 101.” The retired com-
posites engineer has been a frequent
consultant for the composite supplier
and to aerospace and bow companies
when they hit a sticking point in
design. Composites are worlds ahead

of the metal or wood limbs that bows
and crossbows once employed, he
said, because they don’t corrode, are
inexpensive, have a long life and have
a high power density. Fiberglass bow
limbs can be put under significant
preload and can be deflected a huge
amount, which is very important to
get a high energy return out of com-
pound bows.

Gordon’s high production speeds
give it a comparatively low cost,
Richey said, and its ability to keep the
fibers within the bar stock and lami-
nates perfectly straight allow the
cured material to have maximum

Plant Services Manager Larry Davis holds
a diamond impregnated cutting wheel
used in powerful modified wood-working
machines and equipment his team built
from scratch. Gordon Composites uses
motors up to 50 hp to slice and profile its
bar stock to any form the customer orders.
Some archery customers buy plates of the
material and do their own limb cutting,
while others ask for blanks that require
minimal finishing steps.
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performance properties. While it’s
true carbon fibers allow you to build a
stiffer composite than you can with
glass fibers, Richey said higher stiff-
ness is not what you necessarily need
in a bow limb. The spools of carbon
fiber on the upper levels of the
Gordon Composites creel system are
primarily used in producing reinforc-
ing bars for the construction indus-
try. They help buildings resist earth-
quake forces and they can keep a new
home’s basement walls from caving
in if there’s a delay in adding the floor
above. A much smaller volume of car-
bon fiber is used to produce lamina-
tions for the archery industry.

The opening day seminars were
preceded by an eye-opening tour of
90 percent of the Gordon Composites
plant. Look at my photo of
Production Manager Scott Locke

with Bob and Charlotte
Lee of Bob Lee Archery
next to the creel system
on page 66, and you
start to understand the
investment this archery
industry pioneer has
made in what may be
the world’s most sophis-

ticated fiberglass bar stock plant.
Locke said there are 3,680 “picks”
available there, that many spools
could be drawn from at one time. As
each spool nears the end, creel oper-
ators set them to the side so they can
splice them onto a new one with an
air-powered gun. 

Standing next to a stainless steel
tank with the capacity to hold 60,000
pounds of resin being held at 121
degrees, topped with a protective
blanket of nitrogen, Mrs. Lee
remarked that the custom bow oper-
ation her son and husband run
approaches epoxy a little differently.
“We get ours in 40 pound pails.” 

When Gordon is running the
clear laminations that custom bow
builders like for the face and back of
their bows, Locke said the company
doesn’t draw from the matching big
tank of hardener: It has to use a high-
er grade hardener that results in a
clearer product. We looked at racks of

Circle 227 on Response Card

WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

• Serving that will not slip or 
separate

• Consistent peep alignment
• No Creep 

•An unparalleled commitment to 
quality and customer service!

CHAMPION SHOOTER DAVE COUSINS TRUSTS ONLY
WINNER’S CHOICE CUSTOM BOWSTRINGS

• One year limited warranty  (541) 575-0818

PHOTO RIGHT: Like some of its archery customers, this
manufacturer also employs CNC machines to finish fiber-
glass. This worker is in a cell that takes bar stock that’s
been sanded smooth, rounds the edge, cuts it to length and
then loads it four deep on twin tombstones in this CNC
machine for drilling. Next step is a machine that optically
checks the parts and verifies they are precise enough not to
cause squeaks in the Herman Miller line of office chairs
they are bound for. PHOTO ABOVE: Austin Locke explains
the test results to Bob Lee (right). Tolerances were being
held so well that the cell could switch that week to sam-
pling output rather than putting every spring to the test.
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laminates available in clear, white,
blue, red and brown, already reserved
for traditional bows and kits being
sold by customers like Bingham
Projects, Black Widow, Martin and
Bear Archery. 

Color changes have to be careful-
ly planned to minimize the amount of
scrap product, as do the size changes
that may have to be made during the
day while bar stock is being produced.
Kevin Jones, one of the line supervi-
sors, showed us how one of the dual
production lines had been threaded
that morning. Rovings had been gath-
ered into bundles, those bundles into
larger bundles and the larger bundles
taped to a cord that could draw the
whole mass through the mixing tanks.
The whole “waste” starter strip could
have been broken down to fit into a
back pack. When bar stock comes off
the line, Jones said it’s still curing and
the hot material is set aside for two or
three days before going through the
additional processing steps needed
before sending it out to bow, furniture
or conveyor manufacturers. 

The different saws, shapers and
sanders we saw operating were either
highly modified woodworking equip-
ment, Locke told us, or had been built
from scratch by the plant services
team managed by Larry Davis. I saw
no sanding belts employed: equip-
ment uses long-lasting diamond
abrasives changed as needed by the
six-member maintenance crew. They
also get credit for maintaining the
advanced air handling system that
keeps production staff comfortable
and the nearby Uncompahgre River
clean. All the process area is main-
tained at negative pressure so dust is
contained and caught in the filters.
“We move about 38,000 cubic feet of
air per minute with our system,” Davis
told us proudly.

Andrew Wegrzyn, who heads the
company test lab, samples each day’s
production to verify it is up to stan-
dards, just as he tests each batch of
incoming raw materials to verify the
vendor’s own tests. It was fascinating
to see a block of pure white material

and to realize it has been a section of
bar stock whose resins had been
burned away in a laboratory furnace.
The 67 percent remaining was the
glass content, holding its shape until
you poked it with a finger and set the
countless fibers awry. If 67 percent
glass makes great limb material, why
not boost it to 85 percent? Because,
Wegrzyn explained, there needs to be
enough epoxy content to fully coat
each individual strand. Experience
and testing has shown that 67 percent
is ideal for maximum fatique life in
bar stock, while 70 percent yields
higher strength in thin sections used
as laminates.

In the in-house lab, production
samples are also checked for their
chemical reactivity and are heated to
verify molecular disorder (a gummy
state) won’t occur when bow compa-
nies are drying limbs after dipping.
The sample Wegrzyn showed us start-
ed to soften at 248 degrees, and its
companion sample didn’t break until
a load cell had applied 4,820 pounds.

I’m sure bow companies do their
own testing of material as it arrives
from Gordon Composites, and I was
very interested to get the reaction
from some of the engineers and bow
designers to what our group was see-
ing and hearing in Montrose. 

Darton’s Rex Darlington has been
building bows since 1962, when
Gordon Plastics and 3M were the only
reliable sources of fiberglass lami-
nates. Darton’s Michigan plant was a
lot closer to “Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing” then it was to the
Gordons in California, but Darton
came to depend on the latter. “When
we got serious about building bows,
we visited Gordon Plastics in San
Diego. They had just sold their bow
company to Browning. In fact we vis-
ited Browning as well, and though
they knew we would compete with
them, they just welcomed us into their
plant.”

“The big advantage of working
with the Gordons was the fact that
they had been in the bow business,”
Darlington said. Forty-five years later,
Darton is still depending on Gordon
for the fiberglass billets it shapes
limbs from, and Darlington said it’s
planning to begin using Gordon lami-

nations to reinforce limbs on specific
models. “Right now we’re just using
billets, but we’ll be using more lami-
nates with billets in the future. That
allows you to design a bow to hold up
to higher levels of stress. Typically
when you grind a billet you grind it all
on one side, and that leaves you with
fibers that aren’t consistent from end
to end. The first thing you might do is
put a laminate on that side, so both
faces have continuous fibers. If you’re
looking for a real high-performance
product, you may specify S Glass for
the laminate, and may even want to
use S Glass on both sides.”

The shear forces between the bil-
let and laminate are tremendous,
Darlington said, and when Darton
resumes laminating limbs it will use
the same type of aerospace film adhe-
sives it saw in use in the Gordon plant.
While what the Montrose firm sup-
plies bow builders today is “still a
piece of fiberglass,” Darlington said
the binders and matrix have improved
and the process control is much
improved so bow companies are get-
ting a more consistent product. That’s
important so they can design high

The Gordon Composites staff seems as
proud of the Montrose area’s natural
beauty and hunting opportunities as they
are of the products they build for the
archery industry. Here Guy Rowzie could
be thinking “how do I convince Parker
Bows to relocate here.”
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performance models that will be trou-
ble-free for consumers over the life of
the production run. “They’re a great
vendor. The product we’re getting
today is the best it’s ever been. They’re
continuously trying to narrow their
tolerances up.”

Craig Yehle, R&D Director at
Bowtech, heads the five-person team
that designed the Guardian and
Commander models with their cen-
ter-pivot limbs, after investigating
center-pivot limbs as they were
designing the 425 fps Stryker cross-
bow. The designers ended up using
their own process to filament wind
the Stryker limbs after grinding them
to shape, to guarantee the integrity of
the limb. On the newer, compact
Desert Stryker, center pivot limbs
were used to even out stresses and no
filament winding is needed to rein-
force the Gordon Glass, he said.

“The glass we get from Gordon is
usually what they advertise. The qual-
ity is very consistent. Very rarely do we
have an issue” Yehle said. “It’s the
application that determines the relia-
bility of the design. You want to get as
much performance out of a bow or
crossbow as you can, without risking
failures. You have to break things in
the research process in order to know
where you can go with a design.”

When I asked how Gordon was on
deliveries, Yehle said the Oregon bow
builder keeps exceeding its sales pro-
jections and that means vendors may
have to scramble to deliver higher
quantities. “It’s like any other material
needed in the plant, it has to be man-

aged. I’d say if Gordon is ever late, it’s
probably been more our fault than
theirs.”

Parker Bows Vice President Guy
Rowzie is on a four-man design team
that includes Johnny Grace, Tom
Woodworth and President Bob
Errett, but Rowzie made the trip
because he has the main responsibil-
ity for procuring raw materials.
Rowzie knows what it’s like to grind
Gordon Power-Tuff billets to shape
and found the Gordon plant to be
much neater and cleaner than he
expected it could be kept. 

Hoyt saw the Customer Retreat
as a great opportunity to learn more
about an important vendor, and five
key managers made the drive over
from Salt Lake City. Director of
Manufacturing Operations Jason

Fogg was accompanied by
Product Development Manager
Gideon Jolley, Product Engineer
Dan’l Anselmo, Supply Chain
Manager Brad Muir and
Purchasing Manager Bryan
Reed. 

I knew from earlier visits
that Hoyt prides itself on run-
ning a world-class manufactur-
ing plant, and was curious to see
how Fogg would grade Gordon.
“They’re doing very well. You
can see that from the product
flow. There’s not a lot of invento-
ry sitting around and most of
the people are engaged in doing
work that’s actually producing
value. We hoped it would look
like what it did look like, in
terms of cleanliness. None of us
had visited before, and I’d say

our hopes of what we would find
were certainly met. It’s exciting to see
them doing as well as they are.”

Fogg said Gordon Composites
and the Gordons themselves have
been embedded in the archery
industry so long they’ve developed a
great amount of expertise in building
fiberglass for bows. “I would venture
to say they have the market share
they do, because of the job they do.” 

I want to close with a toast that
CEO Mike Gordon offered before an
evening banquet, because it reflects
the spirit of the company he heads.
“Let’s have a toast to the American
Manufacturer. We’re the best at hav-
ing an idea, turning that idea into a
product, and producing that prod-
uct. And we will be into the future.”

Circle 244 on Response Card

The Montrose firm helps local stu-
dents gain real world experience.
Brian Rush is working on his engi-
neering degree and showed samples
he refers to in inspecting industrial
springs before shipment. College
Senior Kristin Johnson (below)
manned the front desk as part of
interning in Human Resources.




